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First 5 books in the World of Fae series: The Dark Fae: Alicia has planned a vacation at South Padre Island
with her girlfriend Cassie in forever. But just as they're enjoying a day on the beach, here comes a dark fae to
spoil their holiday, except only she can see what he truly is. Alicia has no idea how upside down her world can
turn with a chance meeting with one of the dark fae from the royal house of the Denkar. The Deadly Fae: Lady
Sessily is a dark fae, an assassin, and she intends to retire and take up some other occupation so she can have a
normal life. Get a boyfriend. Visit the human world to hassle humans like many of her kind do. Attend fae
kingdom parties, not as the mystery woman who is scoping out her next intended victim, but just to have fun.
Until tall, dark, handsome, and deadly interrupts her plans. The Winged Fae: Serena, a royal member of the
Mabara winged fae, has one goal in mind. Stop an impending marriage with a dark fae. As the fae are known
to do, she stirs up trouble that she hopes will make her point and get her off the hook. Only nothing goes as
she plans. The Ancient Fae: Princess Ritasia misses the adventure of getting her brother and cousins out of
trouble, but when the hawk fae king arrives to court her, she becomes involved in trouble nothing like she's
ever faced before. Dragon Fae: Seeking to save Cassie from the dark fae, Princess Alicia runs into trouble in
the form of dangerous fae seers. A dragon fae, who is different from all the rest, is sent to locate and rescue
her. Simple mission. All Ena has to do is find the princess and return her home. Except nothing is simple in
the world of the fae. Not when two fae kingdoms are involved. And humans. And fae seers. And all the
trouble that can cause.

